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Virtual Storytelling Using Virtual Reality Technologies

What is Visual Storytelling?

Visual Storytelling is a form of interactive software that immerses users in a three-dimensional environment—usually by way of a headset with special lenses—to allow people to simulate the experience of standing in a virtual environment.

2D Virtual Reality Movies, Ranked From Awful To Amazing

Doctors, designers, engineers, marketers, and manufacturers will use AR computing platforms to host virtual project rooms and collaborate using virtual avatars in real-time.

What are the Best Examples of Virtual Reality in Museums

The Ethics of Realism in Virtual and Augmented Reality

Cinemas and locations with Voyager® VR chairs let you experience a new kind of movie storytelling—Cinematic VR—in ways that transport you to the edge full...

An Ultimate Guide To Nonprofit Storytelling (30+ Tips)

Virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) are powerful tools for storytelling, but poor execution can negatively impact consumer reactions and engagement. This video guides you through the latest Unity tech and best practices for creating stunning high-end VR and mobile AR apps.

The Best Virtual Reality Movies for 2021 (21)

Virtual reality experiences utilize Hollywood storytelling mixed with the visceral excitement of great theme park rides to create an ultimate VR experience that offers the audience an emotional connection not possible in any other medium.

National Gallery returns Old Master to Italian home using National Gallery returns Old Master to Italian home using virtual reality...

Virtual reality (VR) and mixed reality (MR) are powerful tools for storytelling, but poor execution can negatively impact consumer reactions and engagement. This video guides you through the latest Unity tech and best practices for creating stunning high-end VR and mobile AR apps.
Virtual Reality: The Good, Bad, and Ugly

by Nick Dauchot

Innovative virtual reality is a technology that aims to completely immerse the user inside the computer generated world, giving the impression to the user that they have "stepped inside" the synthetic world. This is achieved by either using the technologies of Head-Mounted Display (HMD) or multiple projections. HMD allows VR to be projected right in front of the eyes and allows users...

How Virtual Reality can Improve Online Learning 21/12/2021 - Lawrence Chiles, head of digital at The National Gallery, said: "Virtual Veronese has enabled us to understand how immersive storytelling..."